
Determine rates and special conditions. If you use a handling company, determine 
Cross-Dock Shipping rates and any special conditions or limitations.

Getting Ready:

In your operations:

Cross-Dock Shipping is a logistics practice that involves transferring 
incoming goods directly to outbound vehicles without intermediate 
storage, helping reduce handling time and streamline warehouse 
operations.

After completing this list, you will be ready to start shipping using the Ship 
via option in Prebooks and Standing Orders.

Enable and set up the feature.

In Komet Sales:

Define minimum order size for Cross-Dock Shipping orders. Prepare your sales 
staff with your minimum order size rules for using Cross-Dock Shipping.

Prepare your warehouse staff. Inform your warehouse team on how to handle boxes 
with Cross-Dock labels. See the warehouse process below.

Get 2”x 3” labels. Obtain a supply of 2" x 3" labels for Consignee Labels.

Input Cross-Dock Financial settings.

Update trusted Grower accounts with “Show Customer” status.

To learn how to setup Cross-Dock Shipping, read Ship Via Cross-Dock: Setup.

Quick Start Guide:
Cross-Dock Shipping
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Salespeople will create orders as usual and only need to select Cross-Dock as the Ship 
Via Option when creating orders from the Add Prebook, Add Standing Order,
and Add PO screens.

Sales Process

When boxes arrive at the warehouse, your team will 
be able to easily identify them by their special 
“Cross-Dock” labels. Depending on your company 
settings, there are two possible workflows:

Warehouse Process

Option one: Normal receiving and shipping scans.
In this workflow, your warehouse team will process Cross-Dock orders both with an 
inbound and an outbound scan.

Receive Scan the entire AWB.
When breaking down the AWB, separate the Cross-Dock boxes and palletize them by 
individual Prebook #.
If any boxes require Consignee Labels, print and apply them in the box's designated 
label area.
The Cross-Dock orders are ready to be scanned out on the ship date.
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In this workflow, Cross-Dock boxes will be marked as received and shipped in one scan.
Option two: Receive and ship with one scan.
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Separate the Cross-Dock boxes from the Warehouse boxes and simultaneously 
palletize the Cross-Dock orders by individual Prebook #.
Scan-In the entire AWB in an orderly fashion.
If any boxes require Consignee Labels, print and apply them in the box's label 
designated area.
On the ship date, load and ship Cross-Dock boxes for the carrier.

Help Center Articles

Inventory Settings Setup Guide User Guide

To learn more, read Create Cross-Dock Orders.
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We’re Here To Help
Any questions? Contact Us!

Send us an e-mail to
support@kometsales.com

with your inquiry.

Call us at  
+1 (786) 206-0554

Use our Live Chat  
Start chatting with one of our

Customer Support Representatives.
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